The State of Emergency (law of April 3rd 1955), sine die post-poned in the Metropolitan France, recurs really what happened to « the three counties » (Algeria) during 7.5 years, soldiers occupying the country since the All Saints’ Day 1954. (The famed «occurances »!

---

**CROOKED & SHAPELESS MASSES !**

The foul supreme reigning CASTE calls you « ratons » and « bougnoules »; and you behave yourself as « pieds-noirs »!

---

Don’t you acclaim your tormenters, with candles and flowers at each alleged « muslim attack »; thus glorifying the regular Terrorism which is that of West-Babel?

---

Silly & down-burdening the earth persons: Let pull yourself together! You are thoroughly the wrong side up! While the Social Safety may solely be if you turn Commons the right side out!

---
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